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Problem:
• Android apps continue to share data with third parties and transmit data unencrypted
• Social media applications use and handle sensitive/private data in their nature
• ISPs collect and sell sensitive user data to ad companies and third parties
• Privacy Policies have been absent, and those present lacked detail, especially in
their security methods; several state data security is hard & cannot be guaranteed
• Inconsistencies between app policies and actions found through static code analysis,
and dynamic analysis, but studies lacked depth or context of application
Hypothesis: Social Media apps will continue to show the trend of the collection and
direct/inadvertent exposure of privacy sensitive information and lack proper disclosure.
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Dynamic analysis of traffic to reveal transmission practices
Leverage the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) to
analyze & compare behaviors of apps to their Privacy Policies
Investigate permissions, advertising/analytics libraries used,
and business relationships
Determine extent of user data leakage to ISPs, third parties,
and traffic sniffers
Propose unique testbed environment / tools for testing apps

Testbed Environment:
• Android Marshmallow (6.0)
• Android Studio Emulator
• Rooted Google Nexus 6P
• Google’s Android SDK
• AVD, ADB, Monkey
• tcpdump, Android tcpdump
• Normal, No-Login, and Login tests
• ~5-15 min each test
Analysis Tools:
• Python, matplotlib
• Dshell (USARL)
• P3P
• Dare, Soot, AAPT

Results
•

None of the apps disclosed which data was sent encrypted vs. unencrypted

•

Most sent a large portion of the content viewed unencrypted: leaking usage trails, interests

•

Most leaked user data (e.g. interests) further through inference attacks

•

Confirmed previous studies that found evidence of the over asking of permissions and the
use of a variety of advertising libraries – Bolts, Flurry, Google Ads/AdMob, Fabric

•

Compared Privacy Policy revisions from testing to now – Tinder/Twitter now working more
with ad companies; Twitter removed age restriction; Textfree no longer complies w/ COPPA

•

“However, no system can be completely secure. Therefore, although we take steps to
secure your information, we do not promise, and you should not expect, that your personal
information, chats, or other communications will always remain secure.” ~Tinder

Takeaways
•

Inconsistencies found between social media app’s Privacy
Policies and the app’s behaviors

•

Policies still don’t detail how data is transmitted or secured

•

Every unencrypted packet can be collected at any hop
à ISPs, third parties gathering and selling user data

•

Several Privacy Policies now have their own definition of
‘Personal Information’ or ‘Sensitive Data’

•

A few apps leak a lot of sensitive data, others use more
encryption and protect user data, none detail security
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